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TEMPLE LAMENTATION AND ROBE-BURNING-GESTURES 

OF SOCIAL PROTEST IN SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY CHINA 

� Ch'en Kuo-tung �-*�** 

translated by James Greenbaum 

Translator's Note 

The Manchu invasion of the 1640s placed Ming officials throughout the 
empire in a difficult, and in many cases seemingly impossible, moral position. 
They and all those who had successfully taken the Ming imperial examinations 
were forced to choose between loyalty to the defunct dynasty, one that had 
collapsed due to unbridled corruption and social chaos, and fielty to the 
invaders who promised harsh but stable rule. A number of elucidating studies 
of major thinkers and officials like Huang Tsung-hsi ji*� and Ku Yen-wu 
}luU�:Jt\ have been produced, but much research on the differences in 
regional and group responses to the dynastic change still needs to be done. 

In the present article, first published in New Historiography (Hsin shih 
hsueh 5fJT 5I::.� 3.1 under the title "Lamenting in the Confucian Temple and 
Burning One's Scholar's Robes: Two Social Gestures of Licentiates in the Late 
Ming" ("K'u-miao yU fen ju-fu-Ming mo Ch'ing ch'u sheng yuan ts'eng te she 

hui hsing tung tso" g,@lijW�{I�� BJl* m:fJ]��Rii¥Jffr±Wftll!J{'F [March 
1992: 69-94]), the author focusses his attention both on giants of the historical 
stage at the time, the loyalist Cheng Ch'eng-kung ��mJiJ [1624-62] and the 
famous writer Chin Sheng-t'an ��lJz [?1610-611, as well as on more lowly 
figures, in particular the first-degree holders or hsiu-tsai *::t of the Kiangnan 
1Ii¥.l area. 

Through his analysis of many cases studies, some celebrated and others 
contained in relatively neglected local gazetteers and various other disparate 
sources, Ch'en Kuo-tung examines the patterns of behaviour and group 
responses to the issues of invasion and loyalty in Kiangnan. In particular, he 
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draws our attention to two extraordinay actions
Figure 1 

Ch 'en Chi-ju (photographic reproduction from Ku hsueh 
hui k'an ���fU) 

one that of "lamenting at the Confucian temple" and 
the other of "abandoning or destroying one's scholar's 
garb"-that were commonplace at the time and 
vested with a powerful social and political signific
ance, only to eventually disappear entirely from the 
repertoire of symbolic public acts of protestation. In 
so doing he offers valuable insights into the manner 
in which a specific local administrative and academic 
community in the late-Ming period organized and 
staged ritualistic acts that have a profound historical 
and cultural significance. 

In undertaking this translation I hope to make 
Ch'en Kuo-tung's penetrating study of the late-Ming 
first-degree holders accessible to scholars in related 
fields. 

There are three terms to which Ch'en Kuo-tung 
continually makes reference throughout the article. 
Two of them are indicated in the title: 'lamenting in 
the Confucian temple' k'u-miao �li§ , and 'burning 
one's scholar's robes' fen juju J4' m�m�. Unlike the 
first two which translate readily into English, the third 
term, chuan-t'ang ��, raises difficulties. As Ch'en 
explains, this term covers actions ranging from a 
student boycott of classes to the winding-up of a 
temple. A single term embracing this range of meaning 
does not readily present itself in English and I have 
employed the serviceable though unsatisfactory prac
tice of using romanisation where necessary. 

A modified use of Wade -Giles has been employed 
for the transliteration of Chinese names and terms 
with the exception of several common usages which 
have remained in 'post-office' form. All official titles 
have been translated according to Hucker unless 
otherwise noted. 

Remarks in parentheses ( )  are the author's, while 
insertions or footnotes in braces { } are those of the translator, who also 
supplied the illustrations. 
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Translation 

Cheng Ch'eng-kung occupies a unique position in the Ming-Ch'ing 
transition and records of his life are often embellished with strange and 
colourful tales. One such story, rich in theatricality, has him contravening 
his father'S wishes by raising troops against the Ch'ing in support of the 
Ming dynasty. As the tale would have it, the night before his rebellion 
Cheng went to a Confucian temple, bitterly lamented {the state of the 
dynasty} and burnt his scholar's robes. 

The Taiwanese historian Yang Yun-p'ing m�� wrote an analysis of 
this incident in 1956,1 and published a revised version of his study twenty 
years later. 2 In his work he drew exclusively on Cheng I-tsou's �1f\�� Cheng 
Ch 'eng-kung chuan ��J.fJ1$, a biography appended to Cheng's Ming chi 
sui chih lu J3jj���� which has a preface dated 1702. (This work was long 
mistakenly ascribed to Huang Tsung-hsi.) Yang's research is fastidious and 
he concluded that: 

On consideration there is no doubt that this would be ideal subject matter 
for a novelist or playwright. But whether it can be regarded as an actual his
torical incident must remain doubtful. 3 

His doubts over its veracity had caused Yang to re-examine the incident. 
Although his scholarship is undeniable, when reviewing this incident we 
should not forget that while life sometimes imitates art, the opposite can also 
be true. Cheng's burning of his scholar's robes may have indeed been 
theatrical, yet his life was so full of drama that the possibility of it having 
occurred cannot be dismissed on these grounds alone. When we evaluate the 
supposed theatricality of an event one of the criteria should be whether it is 
unique. For regardless of whether it has a significant effect on those who 
witness it, if an event is something which happens often, then whether or not 
it can be termed 'theatrical' must be reconsidered. I intend to re-examine 
Yang's argument. One of this present article's main objectives is to show that 
in seventeenth-century China, particularly in the Kiangnan area, a scholar's 
burning of his robes was not uncommon, especially around 1644, the year 
of dynastic transition. At that time it was a recognised social gesture, not a 
random or aberrant act. I would argue therefore that, given the historical 
context, Cheng may well have chosen this course of action. 

Let us first turn to how Cheng I-tsou describes Cheng's robe-burning: 

Although he had had no experience as a military commander Ch'eng-kung 
achieved a high military rank. His manner and appearance were those of a 
Confucian scholar. He remonstrated (with his father, Chih-Iung Z�, against 
surrendering to the Ch'ing) but his plea went unheeded. Added to this was 
the anguish he felt following his mother'S untimely death. It was in this 
distressed state that he planned to raise an army and fight. Taking his scholar's 
cap and robes to the local Confucian temple he burnt them. He bowed to 
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1 Yang YUn-p'ing, "Cheng Ch'eng-kung fen 
ju fu k'ao" �mJiJ15tf�ija�, Taiwan yen 
chiu �Mti1f� Qune 1956): 31-6. 

2 Yang YUn-p'ing, "Cheng Ch'eng-kung fen 
ju fu k'ao", in Shen Kang-po hsien sheng pa 
chih jung ch'ing lun wen chi ttIllJU{B)t� 
J\tt2��filfB3t�(Taipei Lien ching, 1976), 
pp . 193--202. Whenever Yang has been cited 
the reference is to this text. 

3 Yang YUn-p'ing, "Cheng Ch'eng-kung fen 
ju fu k'ao," p. 193. 
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4 Cheng I-tsou, " Cheng Ch'eng-kung chuan" 
��wl$, in Cheng Ch'eng-kung chuan, 
Taiwan wen hsien tS'ung k'an §�X�� 
fU, no.67 (Taipei: Taiwan yin hang ching 
chi yen chiu shih, 1960), p.5 .  "Cheng Ch'eng
kung chuan," which was erroneously 
included in Huang Tsung-hsi's Li-chou i chu 
tS'ung k'an �tJ+lii�iHU, reads " . . .  he 
took his scholar's robe and hat to a Confucian 
temple where he lamented and burnt them. 
Then he made a sacrifice to the campaign 
standard and assembled his followers. He 
was filled with indignation and sorrow." 

5 Yang says that important works relating to 
Cheng which were published later than 
Cheng Ch'eng-kung chuan, including Hsii 
Nai's 1�® (this should read "Hsii Tzu's") 
Hsiao t'ien chi nien, usually make no mention 
of Cheng burning his robes. Yang seems to 
have unintentionally overlooked the Hsiao 
f'ien chi nien, an omission that we have 
seen led him to make the conclusions he 
did. See Yang, "Cheng Ch'eng-kung fen ju 
fu k'ao," pp.197-8. 

6 Hsii Tzu, Hsiao t'ien chi nien, in Taiwan 
wen hsien tS'ung k'an, no. 134 (Taipei: 
Taiwan yin hang ching chi yen chiu shih, 
1962), p.646. 
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Confucius four times, then he looked heavenwards and cried out: "Once I 
was but a child, now I am a subject bereft lof my lord}. Should I accede Ito 
my father's wishesl or oppose Itheml? Should I stay or go? Each of these has 
its merits. I now cast aside my scholar's robes, only Confucius can have a 
clear understanding lof the implications of this act}." He bowed reverently 
and departed. Later he made a sacrifice to the campaign standard and 
assembled his followers. He was filled with indignation and sorrow. 4 

In his Hsiao t'ien chi nien IN]I1I!*,c.£f, Hsu Tzu f*Mi- records this incident 
under the first day of the eleventh month of 1646. This version is, by and 
large, an abridgement of the biography by Cheng I-tsou. As Yang neglected 
this source in his study we may cite it here. s 

Although Ch'eng-kung enjoyed the special favour of the emperor, he never 
held a real military command. After hearing that his father had submitted to 
the Ch'ing, he became distressed and indignant. He removed his scholar's cap 
and robe and went to a Confucian temple, where he lamented and burnt them. 
He exclaimed: "Once I was but a child, now I am a subject bereft lof my lordl . 
Should I accede Ito my father's wishesl or oppose Itheml? Should I stay or go? 
Each of these has its merits. I now cast aside my scholar'S robes, only Confucius 
can have a clear understanding lof the implications of this act}. ,,6 

The significant difference between the two records is that the latter clearly 
states that Cheng lamented in the temple. (The former says that, " .. . he was 
filled with indignation and sorrow" after " . . .  he bowed reverently and 
departed," and not that he lamented in the temple.) That is to say that there 
were two actions: that of lamenting, and that of burning his scholar's robes. 
If we were to follow Hsiao t 'ien chi nien and describe Cheng's actions as just 
robe-burning we would be at fault. He both lamented and burnt his robes, 
or we could abbreviate it using the language of the time and simply call it 
"lamenting in the temple." (For further detail see below.) 

Lamenting and burning one's robes were two common social gestures 
among the first-degree holders during the late Ming. (Holders of the first 
degree strictly means those who had licentiate Ihsiu-ts 'ai I status, but the 
meaning here is extended to include those with status as Stipend Students, 
Added Students, Supplementary Students, etc.) The aim of these gestures 
was to attract public attention. While robe-burning did not have to involve 
lamenting, those who lamented usually also burnt their robes. These two 
actions represented different kinds of protest. Robe-burning symbolised a 
refusal to hold office; lamenting, on the other hand, was commonly a protest 
against social injustice, or more generally against the inequity of human fate. 
In an age in which news and information disseminated slowly, those who 
performed such extreme acts found it comparatively easy to attract attention 
and consequently their actions were taken quite seriously. 

The most famous case of robe-burning during this period was that of 
Ch'en Chi-ju �*.f$ (hao Mei-kung J§0, 1558-1639). While the best 
known example of both lamenting and robe-burning is, without doubt, that 
of Chin Sheng-t'an who was involved in the 1661 case of "The Population 
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of the Wu District Refusing to Pay the Rice Tax" {hereafter referred to as the 
"Wu Case"). In addition to these renowned instances there are numerous 
cases of lamenting and robe-burning which are hardly known about at all. 

1. Ch 'en Chi-ju's Robe-Burning 

The earliest account of Ch'en burning his robes would appear to be that 
found in Tsou I's ��:fJJ Ch 'i Chen yeh sheng �ff�'T�tt published in 1644. 
The next appears in Chi Liu-ch'i's §t:7\� Ming chi pei liieh EY3*�t!lltl of 
1671. This item appears to have been copied from the earlier work. 7 The Ming 
shih EY3 31::., Sung-chiang fu chih t£1IJff�, and the Hua-t'ing hsien chih 
"lJ¥W�� all included a variation of the Ch 'i Chen yeh sheng version in their 
biographies of Ch'en. s As it appears to be the most detailed record of the 
incident we can examine it for an account of Ch'en's robe-burning9 It reads: 

His name was Chi-ju ;fii{� (tzu Chung-ch'un :mM, haa Mei-kung). He was 
from Hua-t'ing in !South} Chih-li {l¥j} @:�. In his youth he was outstandingly 
brilliant and fond of study. In his later years he became a master of poetry and 
belles-lettres. He wrote with extraordinary alacrity. He was made a stipendiary, 
equal in status to a first-degree holder, before he was capped {at the age of 
twenty). At twenty-eight he tore up his cap and presented a petition to the 
Prefect of Sung-chiang which read: "To participate in worldly affairs makes for 
clamour, to dissociate oneself from them makes for peace. On conSideration, 
to support one's parents through working in the government, or to do so by 
personal attendance, amount to the same thing. To spend one's life in a 
calculating way is like the image of a flower in a mirror, it is not real. I intend 
to take the rest of my life into my own hands and spend it happily, communing 
with nature."  The entire prefecture was startled by these words and he was 
urged to reconsider, but Ch'en did not listen to the protestations. He with
drew from the official world, attended to his parents in person and lived a 
simple life. He had a cottage built on the south side of Little Mt K'un IJ\ElLli. 
There he cultivated bamboo among the white clouds, burnt incense and 
lived peacefully, his mind at ease.lO 

The Ch 'i Chen yeh sheng states that Ch'en was twenty-eight when he tore 
up his cap, the Ming shih and the Sung-chiangfu chih both state that he was 
twenty-nine when he burnt his scholar's robes, while the Hua-t'ing hsien 
chih says that he was twenty-nine when he retired from public life. Whether 
he was twenty-eight or twenty-nine is not relevant to this discussion. What 
is of interest is Ch'en's action. To write that he "tore up his cap," "burnt his 
scholar's robes" or "retired from public life" reflects the different choice of 
words by his biographers. To say that he took his scholar's robes and burnt 
them is the most emphatic description, while saying that he retired from 
public life understates the incident in the extreme. In other words, the former 
is a direct account of Ch'en's action, and it is this record which has led Nelson 
Wu to say that Ch'en burned his scholar's cap and gownll To say that he 
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7 Chi Liu-ch'i, Ming chi pei lue, in 'Taiwan 
wen hsien tS'ung k 'an," no.275 (Taipei: 
Taiwan yin hang ching chi yen chiu shih, 
1969), pp.248-9. 

8 "Yin i chuan" ���f-i, in Ming shih (Tai
pei: Ting wen, 1980), ch.298, pp.7631-2; 
Sung -chiangfu chih (1817), ch.54, pp.28a-
29a; Hua-t'ing hsien chih (1791), ch.14, 
pp.4ab. 

9 Ming jen chuan chi tzu liao so yin SA A 
f$�c�R*,51 (Taipei: Chung yang t'u shu 
kuan pien yin, 1965), p.608. 

10 TSOLI I, Ch'i Chen yeh sheng (Pei-p'ing ku 
kung po wu yuan p'ai yin pen, 1936); 
included in Shen Yun-Iung 1x�ff�, ed., 
Ming Ch'ing shih liao hui pien SA��R 
��, fascicle 39, pp.514-15. 

11 Wu Na-sun, "Tan yu cheng chih erh jeh 
chung i shu te Tung Ch'i-ch'ang" 1��i& 
mffij�MU�iVtqi¥JIi;!t�, included in 
Academia Sinica's Sino-American Human 
Knowledge and Social Sciences Co-operative 
Committee, trans. and ed., Chung-kuo Ii 
shih jen wu lun chi r:p�J.!f�Nlo/J�Ri1� 
(Taipei: Cheng chung, 1973), p.375. It was 
translated from Nelson Wu, "Tung Ch'i
ch'ang (1555-1636): apathy in government 
and fervor in art," in Arthur F. Wright and 
Denis Twitchett, eds., Confucian personalities 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1962), 
pp.260-93. 
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12 {In order to follow Hucker as closely as 
possible the term "National University" has 
been employed throughout the text for ('ai
hsueh *�. Whether the institution, 
particularly during the Ming but also during 
the Sung, should be translated as "university" 
is open to debate.) 

13 Fan Lien, Yun-chien chu mu ch'ao, in Pi 
chi hsiao shuo fa kuan '¥*2/J\�*ID'l 
(Taipei: Hsin hsing), first series, fascicle 5, 
p.l/llb. 

14 Sung-chiangfu chih, ch.56, p.38a. 

15 Ibid, p.24a. 
16 Ch'ing-p'u hsien chih 1!fiiilmiiS; (1879), 
ch.l9, p.24b. 

17 Sung-chiangfu chih, ch.s6, p.37a. 
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retired from official life emphasises his underlying purpose. If we judge his 
official petition by his actions later in life, his robe-burning was nothing more 
than an expression of his disinclination to pursue an official career. It was 
tantamount to discarding his status as a licentiate and choosing the life of a 
commoner. 

2. Other Robe-Burners 

Although Ch'en's use of robe-burning to indicate that he had no interest 
in holding office may appear somewhat unusual, it is certainly not the only 
example of such behaviour. There was a student at the National University 
called Hsil I-sun 1;$;1@:� who did something similar at about the same time. 12  
In the Yun-chien chu mu ch 'ao �F"m� §j'j.> of Fan Lien mill it says that: 

HsO I-sun (tzu Ch'ang-ju ftfftt, haa YO-hsieh Wf�) lost his father when he 
was ten years old . . . . !A}t the age of seventeen, when he became a National 
University student, his fame in scholarship was already known in the capital. 
. . .  !lin serving his mother he was filial. . . .  !W}hen she died he abandoned 
any thought of advancing his career. He discarded his student robes and 
burnt them, thereby indicating that he would never enter officialdom. 13 

As the preface to the Yun-chien chu mu ch 'ao was written in 1593, soon 
after Ch'en burnt his robes (in either 1585 or 1586), Hsil and Ch'en must have 
taken their action about the same time. It was an act that was much imitated 
during the seventeenth century. If the prefecture of Sung-chiang is examined 
just before the Ming fell, there are, at the very least, the following examples: 

Hsia Yeh ]lIT (tzu Tsai-wo �flt) was from the Lou district :l:lI''*. He lived 
at Kan-hsiang =fl! and had licentiate qualifications. He was a good friend 
of Chiang YO-shan ��r.li who was from the same village. Hsia burnt his 
scholar's robes and together they retired from public life. 14 

Chang An-t'ai �3(� (tzu K'ang-hou 1*1:?E) was also from the Lou district. 
He was the third son of the filial Chang I-na �t)�. An-t'ai was a talented 
writer and in middle age, as a licentiate, was admitted to the National Univer
sity. However he abandoned his preparations for the civil examinations. 1 5  

Yeh YOn �� Ctzu Fan-chiu �:7..), the son of Yeh Hung-ju �gf� (tzu 
YOeh-hsin Hii[}), was from the township of An-t'ing 3(¥. While young his 
father had studied Neo-Confucianism with Shih Hsiao-hsien )I::#� from 
Yao-chiang �jEYI. Before Yeh YOn came of age he held a place in the K'un
shan MI r I district school as a licentiate. Later he discarded hi's scholar'S robes 
and spent the rest of his life in reclusion. 16 

Ts'ao Hsi lf� (tzu Hung-hsien �fllJ) was from Hua-t'ing. He lived at Kan
hsi -=f� and was a licentiate in the Chia-shan B� District School in the 
Ming. When young he had been deemed a great talent. . . . !L}ater he discarded 
his status.17 
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Hu Yuan-liang i!iJ3lt�?: (tzu Feng-shan JIU1J) was also from Hua-t'ing. At 
the end of the Ch'ung-chen *ff� reign period (1628-44) he abandoned his 
career and went idling through the wilderness on a fishing boat. IS 

(Chu) Lu *� (tzu Pai-min E3�) was from the Wu district �l\',*. When he 
was young he had great talent and became a first-degree holder . . . .  (HIe tried 
many times for further advancement but never met with success, with much 
emotion he gave up his blue lapels (indicating his first degree status) .. . 19 

Of the six examples given above, one directly mentions robe-burning, 
two speak of discarding robes, another mentions discarding status, and 
another two make reference to abandoning a career. Of course, discarding 
one's status or career did not invariably involve the burning or discarding of 
one's scholar's robes; and a form of eremitism that required nothing more 
than not serving has a long tradition from ancient times. Nevertheless, Chang, 
Tsao and Hu all obtained the first degree before they discarded that status 
and this indicates that their actions are equivalent to those who burnt their 
robes. To announce that they would not serve they selected an action milder 
than burning their robes-but then again, perhaps their biographers had a 
reason for playing down the details. Hsia, Chiang, Yeh and Chu did burn their 
robes and that was a clear-cut renunciation of their status as first-degree 
holders, indicating that they had forgone all thought of official careers. 

In the chaos of the end of the Ch'ung-chen reign period the Ming dynasty 
was overthrown and the Manchu army entered the Shan-hai Pass LU$�m. 
While this was a momentous event for the entire populace, it was particularly 
so for the scholar-officials. How each and every one of them dealt with the 
dynastic transition touched directly on their reputation and integrity. Much 
research has been done on the actions of those who had already embarked 
on their official careers, and we need not repeat it here. However, those who 
held the first degree without having held office had never assumed the oblig
ations of officials or had the responsibility to take part in policy discussions, 
consequently they bore no more than a moral obligation toward the fallen 
dynasty. Their most appropriate course of action was to refuse to hold office. 
As Huang Tsung-hsi put it: 

The sorrow of a fallen dynasty, which generation does not experience this? 
Heartless indeed would be one who could pass by the capital of a fallen 
dynasty and not be moved by the sadness expressed in the poem Shu-Ii, who 
could climb Mt. Pei and not be anxious about one's parents, who could be 
affected by the heavens clouding over and raining and not think of one's 
deceased spouse, who could hear the pipes of Shan-yang and not long for 
one's old friends. 20 Therefore, those who preserve their loyalty to the fallen 
dynasty are the principal inspiration for the world. Scholar-officials have 
their own various obligations. Those who had not attended court nor been 
invited to the court banquets (the symbols of taking office I have no obligation 
other than that of not serving the new dynasty. 21 

18 Ibid, p.40a/b. 
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19 "Chu wen hsueh chuan" *X�{., in 
Tsou I, Ch'i Chen yeh sheng pp.519-20. 

20 IThe first three allusions refer to the Shih 
ching �*!l1. The reference to taking leave 
of the millet comes from the poem "Shu Ii" 
�M. A minister of the Western Chou 5 
)j!ij (c.1122-771 Be) went to the ancestral 
temple and found that where once there 
had been a court there was now only millet 
scattered on the floor. He could not bear to 
leave and so composed this poem. The 
reference to climbing the northern mountain 
comes from the poem "Pei shan" � tW. The 
writer of the poem is in the service of a lord 
and, in the course of this, climbs the northern 
mountain, laments that work is never finished 
with, and is anxious about not attending 
properly to his parents. The reference to the 
clouded and raining heavens comes from 
the poem "Ch'ih hsiao" Itl§�. In this, a 
woman is remembering the joyous life she 
had before the clouds and rain of heaven 
came and she was left to fend for herself, her 
husband no longer being there. For these 
poems see Chin Ch'i-hua �@f., Shih 
Ching ch'uan i �*��� (Nanking: 
Kiangsu, 1986), pp.150-1, 515-6 and 334-5, 
respectively. 

The reference to listening to the pipes of 
Shan-yang wM!i comes from the Wei-Chin 
�fi" period (220-420). Hsiang Hsiu rtJ3§' 
was a friend of both Chi K'ang film [also 
Hsi K'angl and LU An g�. When they 
were killed by Ssu-ma Chao P],�821, he 
returned to his old home at Shan-yang. 
There he heard his neighbours playing the 
pipes, and thinking of his lost friends he 
composed a poem.} 

21 Huang Tsung-hsi, "Hsieh Shih-fu hsien 
sheng mu chih ming" iiM8ifr45t�:m;&t 
�, in Nan lei wen ling 1¥HtXJE (Shang
hai: Shang wu, 1936), in Nan lei wen ling 
hou chi l¥imX}E1&�, ch.2, pp.1S-20. 
Ch'uan Tsu-wang �Wr§.� has a similar 
comment, in "Chieh-min Chao hsien sheng 
chuan chiu miu" i1'i�m5t�{.*Jj� 
which reads : "He had never attended court 
nor been invited to the court banquets. 
Demanding his death was very odd, it was 
unnecessary." See the Kuo hsueh chi pen 
ts'ung shu pen ��£*ii.* lOVER 
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/edition of Chieh ch'i t'ing chi �ii:t��� 
(Taipei: Shang wu, 1968), ch.35, pp.449-50. 
(On the story of Chao Chieh-min, see section 
4 of this article.) During the Southern Ming 
(1644-62), Chang K'en-t'ang **1it was 
guarding the Chou-shan Islands :llHlJM§;. 
In 1651 they were lost and his whole family 
committed suicide. Before he decided on 
his martyr's death, Chang K'en-t'ang urged 
his secretary, Ho Chien 1ilJil'e" to leave, 
saying: " I am here and my duty binds me. 
You however, have no responsibility to the 
people and the state, moreover you have 
your old mother to consider; you may 
leave. " Ho then went back to Hua-t'ing and 
abandoned his position as a first-degree 
holder. A biography of Chang K'en-t'ang 
(tzu Tai-ning �$) can be found in the 
Hua-t'ing hsien chih, ch.13, pp.5b-7a. 
Another biography can be found in the 
Sung-chiang fu chih, ch.56, pp.42b-43a. 
Ming social mores dictated that students 
should not participate in the important affairs 
of the nation. When the emperor Hsi-tsung 
�* (r.1621-28) died and the announce
ment of this reached Lai-yang *W; in 
Shan-tung W*, the first-degree holder 
Chiang Hsieh-Ii �1!m (tzu Erh-min m 
ilJE';, hao Han-chou 1�m'l) followed along 
behind the District Magistrate sobbing until 
he was voiceless. "Young man, you are but 
a holder of the first degree, why are you 
lamenting?" someone asked of him. "I am 
only conscious of being a servant of the 
government," he replied, "I am not conscious 
of being merely a holder of the first degree." 
"Chiang wen hsUeh chuan" �)z:�1$, in 
Ch 'i Chen yeh sheng, pp.480-2. The example 
of Chiang Hsieh-Ii shows that at a time of 
state mourning first-degree holders had 
neither the duty nor the right to mourn a 
deceased emperor in public. 

22 See, for example, 'Tang Shih-hsUn chuan" 
J!f±'I'ilJAJ, in Ch 'ing-p 'u Hsien chih, ch.l9, 
p.22b; and in the Sung-chiang fu chih the 
following: "Ni YUn-chung chuan" m,jtcp 
1$, ch.56, pp.30a-b; "Mo Ping-ch'ing chuan" 
�*m�, ch.56, p.32a; "Chi Nan-yang 
chuan" �fi¥i�1t, ch.56, pp.32b-33a; 
'Tang Ch'un chuan" J!fN¥1.$, ch.s6, p.36a; 
"Ts'ao Hsi chuan" 'I�f$, ch.56, p.37a; 
"Hu YUan-liang chuan" iSJ37C�?-1t, ch.56, 
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Examples of recluses who exemplified this attitude are numerous ("recluses" 
here indicates both those who had given up their first degree qualifications 
and those who had abandoned the quest for official position), and they can 
be found throughout the chronicles of the late Ming.22 Some examples of 
those who used the discarding of their robes to announce that they would 
not hold office are: 

Chu Chao-ch'i *BB"d" (ming Ming-hao I'!FJ�), from the Lou district. 
{Alfter the change in dynasty he tore up his scholar's robes and lost himself 
in poetry and wine23 

Wu Ch'i �,� (tzuJih-ch'ien BT) was from Hua-t'ing. He lived at Wang
hu-ching [gUiJj¥� and held the first degree under the Ming. . . .  {Alfter the 
dynastic change he discarded his scholar's robes and withdrew into the 
mountains. 24 

Chu Hi-sheng *Hl7t (tzu Chen-chieh �f9'�), also from Hua-t'ing, held 
licentiate qualifications under the Ming. In his announcement to his ancestral 
temple he wrote: "In the spring of I-yu (1645) I find myself thirty-three years 
old. I cast off my scholar's robes and will live simply as a peasant. ,, 25 

Ch'eng Chih-cheng �jz.IE (haa I-ch'i ZfJ\�) was a proper and self-control
led first-degree holder from Chang-p'u ¥!j[ilfl. After the Ming fell, he went 
to a Confucian temple, and respectfully rid himself of his scholar's robes. He 
wandered around the hills and waters for the rest of his life. 26 

Shih Hsiang tiffit§ (tzu Tsan-po :Sis, haa Shih-nung E.) was a first
degree holder from Jen-ho i=fO. Sometime after 1645, he discarded his 
scholar's robes and moved to a house which he had had constructed in the 
Western Hsi E§m area27 

The five examples given are all of those who discarded their scholar's 
robes to announce that they would not hold office or that they would return 
to a private life. Many first-degree holders did this after the Ming dynasty fell. 
Of the examples cited, three were in Kiangsu, one in Fukien, and one in 
Chekiang. This demonstrates that robe-burning, or activities similar to it, was 
not confined to the area around Sung-chiang prefecture, but was common 
throughollt the provinces along the south-eastern seaboard. 

/pp.40ab; "Ts'ao Ch'ung chuan" 'Im{t, ch. 
56, pp.42ab; "Ma Shih-ch'i chuan" ,\!idj'k�f$, 
ch.56, p.sOa; also "Teng Liang-ts'ai cl1Uan" 
m.f!::tf$, in T'ung-chih Shang Chiang 
liang hsien chih [qJW:LtjI��,*� (1874), 
ch.22, p.32a. 

23 Author unknown, Yen t'ang chien wen tsa 
lu liH1itYr!,Iil'l��, included in the Chung 
kuo chin tai nei luan wai huo Ii shih ku shih 
ts'ung shu cp�lli1-\;;pq�LYi-ffrliD�9;:i!N$ 

/�� , Lieh huang hsiao chih f.!Hj�lJN� 
(Taipei: Kuang wen, 1964), p.272. 

24 Sung-chiang fu chih, ch.56, p.34a. See 
also Hua-t'ing hsien chih, ch.14, pp.8a&b. 

25 Sung-chiangfu chih, ch.56, p.38b. 

26 HsU Tzu, Hsiao t 'jen chi chuan / NJ!lI!�[, � 
(Taipei: Hslieh sheng, 1977), p.667. 

27 Ibid, p.653. 
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3. Chin Sheng-t'an and the Wu Case 

The term "lamenting in the Confucian temple" implies more than just 
going to a Confucian temple and bewailing the state of affairs. There were 
a number of standard practices. The Wu Case of 1661 is directly relevant to 
understanding these. Chin Sheng-fan's actions during this incident are par
ticularly noteworthy for reasons other than that they led to his death. This 
case, and his involvement in it, created a sensation at the time, yet to describe 
it as a case of "lamenting in the Confucian temple" is, I would argue, inap
propriate, as this was only one part of the complete series of events.28 

The origins of the incident can be found in the 
previous year when Jen Wei-ch'u {l:'lttJJ was Figure 2 
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28 There are numerous works dealing with 
Chin Sheng-t'an's lamenting. Most of them 
regard the incident as little more than a 
response to an oppressive government policy 
in the early Ch'ing. However, none of them 
attempts a thoroughgoing study of it. See 
the third fascicle of Ch'en Teng-yuan 1l*1t 
fJ§f.. , Kuo shih chiuwen �'1:'.�i¥J (Taipei: 
Ming wen, 1981), pp.500-5; Ch'en Teng
yuan, Chin Sheng-t'an chuan ���1$ 
(Shanghai: Shang wu, 1935); Meng Sen :ifu 
�, "Chin Sheng-t'an kao" ���=,%, in 

appointed as the District Magistrate of the Wu district. 
Once in office he employed brutal methods to force 
the local people to pay tax arrears. In some cases 
the harsh measures resulted in death, enraging the 
community. Jen incited further anger in the district 
by illegally appropriating and selling grain which 
had been stored at the Ever Normal Granary and 
then forcing the local people to make up the 
shortfall. Students in Soochow, in their righteous 
indignation wanted to stage a strong protest. 

Chin Sheng-t'an (as reproduced in Ch'en Mei-kung Chin Sheng
t'an ts'ai tzu ch'ih tu ll*J§i,\- ' jJZ��:Tr R#� [Taipei. Lao 

ku wen hua, 1986}) 

On the fourth day of the second month of the 
following year {1661} , more than one hundred students 
in Soochow lamented at the Confucian temple in 
the prefectural schooj29 It so happened that three 
days prior to this, news of the death of the Shun
chih Emperor IllW tEl had reached Soochow. Officials 
in Kiangsu Province had set up a memorial screen 

/Hsin-shih tS'ung-k'an {J'�ilifU (Taipei: Hua wen, 1969), 
voU, pp.66b-70b; Ch'en Wan-i �*f.fI;�, Chin Sheng-t'an te 
wenhsuehp'ip'ingk'aoshu ���J'lkT3t*:tJtiW=,%mt (Taipei: 
Kuo li Taiwan ta hsueh, 1976), pp.lO-l l ;  Lawrence D. Kessler, 
"Chinese scholars and the early Manchu state," HarvardJournal 
of Asiatic Studies 31 (1971): 184---6; Tsing Yuan, "Urban riots and 
disturbances," in Jonathan D. Spence and John. E. Wills,Jr., eds, 
From Ming to Ch'ing: conquest, region and continuity in 
seventeenth-century China (New Haven, Conn. :  Yale University 
Press, 1979), pp.299-300. 

29 Author unknown, Hsin ch 'ou chi wen :¥lHci¥J, included 
in Shen Yun-Iung {;.t�ft, ed. Ming Ch 'ing shih liao hui pien 
aJlfpf'3l::'¥4�*� (Taipei: Wen hai, 1967), fascicle 16, p . l240. 
This is i dentical with the text in K'u miao chi lue goglij*cll!&, in 
Tung-shih 00'31:: 2 (Shanghai: Shang wu, 1911) .  For further 
reference see Hsieh Kuo-chen ��ffi, Wan Ming shih chi k'ao 
(!fEEJi'3'31::�='% (Taipei I wen, 1968), p.852. 
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30 'Tsa chi" �gC, in Wu men pu sheng � 

r�fm*, ch. 1 0. I have not seen the original 
text and am quoting from one with a different 
name, viz. '''K'u miao' pien" '�nm'�, in 
Hsiieh shu yen chiu �VlLJli1fJE 5 (Sept. 
1983): 59. 
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in the Soochow Prefectural office and were observing mourning rites. The 
Governor, Chu Kuo-chih *�m, the Surveillance Commissioner, Chang 
Feng-ch'i iJ.&00'!m, Wang Chi .:EJc from The General Surveillance Circuit, 
and all of the prefectural and district officials were present. Meanwhile, the 
students had completed their lamentations. Led by Ni Yung-pin {JGffl it, 
whose name was at the head of the signatories, and followed by a crowd of 
over one thousand, they then submitted a petition at the prefectural offices. 
In their petition they demanded Jen's removal from office. Their petition was 
rejected and the Governor ordered the petitioners arrested. Eleven students 
were detained on the spot. This sparked the Wu Case and further arrests. 

Ku Yu-hsien nmT}I3lZ (tzu Hsiao-juan IJ\�5L, haa Sung-chiao :f.kxJ, a 
retired Vice-Director of the Ministry of Personnel, was detained in the second 
wave of arrests. He was accused of having read over the petition before Ni 
Yung-pin and his followers had presented it at the prefectural hall. In point 
of fact, he had refused to look at the petition. In their excessive vigour to 
pursue this incident local officials had made up this charge against Ku. 
Fortunately, when the case was heard by the authorities in Peking, the Prince 
of the Deliberative Council ordered him to be released for lack of evidence. 
Ku wrote about the experience in an essay entitled "Tsao nan tzu shu" Jlft 
§ illt. He described the temple lamentation in the following way: 

It is an old practice in the Wu area. When first-degree holders feel that matters 
are not being attended to in a just manner they write a declaration of protest 
and tear their scholar's caps in the courtyard of the Confucian temple. This is 
called "Lamenting at the Temple. "30 

This adds to our understanding of this local ritual of protest. Not only did 
it involve the rending of scholars' caps. There was also a declaration of protest 
presented at the temple. 

In this instance the term "chuan-t'ang" means to "disband." The earliest 
usage of it can be found in the Ch 'ui chien lu wai chi �nUi{RJ}� by Yu Wen
pao �:X� of the Southern Sung { 1 127-12791. This text records an incident 
that occurred during the third year of the Chia-ting �5E reign period (1210) 
involving two students of military studies at the National University, K'o Tzu
ch'ung for T� and Lu Te-hsuan llIt�'§'. Guilty of some particular infraction, 
Chao Shih-kao mgffi�, the Prefect of Lin-an �3C, ordered that the two be 
punished by a beating with bamboo, after which they were to be expelled from 
the city under escort. Outraged by the harshness of the punishment their fellow 
students demanded that the government take action against the officials 
involved and boycotted classes in protest. According to the memorial presented 
to the court by the instructor of the military branch of the National University, 
Liu Ching-chih �U�llf�, and others, "On the thirteenth of the eleventh month 
the two students were taken to the prefectural office, flogged and expelled. The 
other students decided upon a chuan-t'ang and left." In this context chuan
t'ang means that all the students refused to attend classes. Subsequently, the 
emperor issued an edict removing Chao from his position, and ordering the 
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Educational Officers to " . . .  instruct the students to return to their studies." This 
brought the affair to an end.31 

Another description of chuan-t'ang can be found in Chou Mi's fflJ� Kuei 
hsin tsa chih ��sn� . Chou records a story about Yli Hui #:Bij, a man who 
was Simultaneously the Director of the Right Office and the Prefect of Lin
an in 1252. On hearing of the death of a student at the National University, 
he despatched someone to investigate. His findings caused much anger 
among the students, so much so that " . . .  {T)he students of all the three branches 
of the university chuan-t'ang then prostrated themselves before the palace 
walls and presented a petition."32 Here chuan-t'ang also means that the 
entire student body boycotted classes. 

Yet another example of the expression can be found in the third chapter 
of the Shui hu chuan 7j(�§H$. It mentions the ruckus stirred up by Lu Chih
shen ��� at Mt. Wu-t'ai Ii trr.l! when he attacked people and forced the 
monks to eat dog meat, the result being that: 

The monks in the hall began to shout and they all went to their cupboards 
and fetched their clothing and their begging bowls and left the temple. Such 
an action is called a "chuan-t'ang-Great Dispersion. " How could the abbot 
of the temple prevent them?3 3  

In this instance chuan-t'ang clearly means "disbanding." As chuan-t'ang 
can indicate both a boycott and dispersion it is clearly a term meaning 
opposition to injustice. A document or petition written as part of such an action 
is called a chuan-t'ang wen 1fE.¥)(. Apart from setting out the origins and 
details of a protest it is also an announcement of a "boycott." 

Other records that deal with the Wu Case make no direct mention of a 
chuan-t'ang wen. However, one record notes that " ... {A)mong the students 
was a fellow called Chin Sheng-t'an, a man of outstanding talent. . . .  {D)uring 
the incident he wrote a lamentation {k 'u-miao wen �lij)(). He was incar
cerated and executed on the same day."34 Chin Sheng-t'an's written lamentation 
is the chuan-t'ang wen to which Ku Yti-hsien refers. Although this text does 
not survive, there is little doubt that the Soochow students' lamentation was 
a protest against the outrages committed by Jen. With the exception of the 
above example no other record mentions Chin as the author of the lament
ation text. However, in light of what we know about Chin's character, that 
account is not easily questioned. Ch'iu Wei-ytian's fi:��.&n=.i Shu yuan chui 
t 'an ��Jt� says of Chin that " ... {H)e detested the world and its ways. 
When he encountered some outrage he would oppose it vehemently and 
confront it without counting the cost. "35 That is an accurate portrayal of his 
personality. 

Chin played another important role in this public act of protest. While he 
was in the temple, he and two other students (Yao Kang �t/lilJU and Ting Tzu
wei Trfl:) struck the bell and beat the drum {��jj.�).36 These actions 
together, or just beating the drum alone, were part of the performance in 
some other lamentations. (See section 4, below.) As the aim of lamenting was 
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31 Yu Wen-pao lfrJ)(�, Ch 'ui chien lu wai 
chi ��U�:9f-tift in Ssu k'u ch'iian shu 
1Z:!3���(Taipei: Shang wu), fascicle 865, 
pp.487-8. 

32 Chou Mi }tfJi&;, Kuei hsin tsa chih �$ 
!i$� , pieh chi hsia lJUtiff-r (Hsueh chin 
t'ao yiian &J$wffil: edition), pp.23b-24a. 

33 Shih Nai-an :liffijJ� , Shui hu chuan 
*�{Jf. (Taipei: Shih chieh, 1962), ch.3, 
pp.26-7. [Translation modified from Pearl S. 
Buck, All men are brothers (London: Methuen, 
1937).] 

34 Author unknown, Yen t'ang chien wen 
tsa lu, p.297. 

35 Ch'iu Wei-yuan fi:r511it£j, Shuyiian chui 
t'an ����, ch.7. I have not read the 
original, but cite it from Ch'en Teng-yiian's 
Kuo shih chiu wen, p.504. Although slightly 
different to this account, Ch'en also records 
this commentary on p.66 of his Chin Sheng
t'an chuan. 

36 Hsin ch'ou chi wen, p.1249. 
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37 Hsin ch'ou chi wen, p.l237, states that: 
"On the fourth day (of the second month) 
Hsiieh Erh-chang composed the declaration, 
thereupon Ting Tzu-hui T ;W{@ (Ting Tzu
wei T rl$) went to his instructor's office 
and asked for the key to the temple. He then 
pasted the text on the temple gate and 
wept." Although it is unclear what Hsiieh 
wrote, evidence from the Hsin ch'ou chi 
wen indicates that it was definitely put on 
the temple gate. 

Although the leader of the protest was Ni 
Yung-pin, and the student who actually 
handed over the petition was Hsiieh Erh
chang �m� , since their action had no 
direct bearing on the act of lamentation 
there will be no further discussion of their 
involvement. {Originally in text but moved 
to footnote with author's permission.! 

38 "Lu Chou-ming mu chih ming" �iJWJ� 
��� in Nan lei wen ling, in Nan lei wen 
ling ch 'ien chi F¥im)(5EWJ�, pp.l25-6. 

39 Cheng Lien �mt, YU pien chi lue. See 
the preface to the year 1743 in the San i t'ang 
tS'ung shu ='I'E1¥:lfi�* edition, ch.4, 
p . 14a . 
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to make a public protest, striking the bell and beating the drum could add 
to the impact of the action. Not surprisingly, the impact of Chin and the 
students' actions was considerable. They attracted a crowd of over a thousand 
who, as we have seen, then followed Ni Yung-pin to the Soochow prefectural 
office where the petition was presented. 

By writing the text and striking the drum Chin undoubtedly played a 
leading role in this lamentation. Without the petition and subsequent 
demonstration, it is unclear whether the Kiangsu officials would have made 
so much of the incident, or indeed, whether Chin and the other eighteen 
students would have been put to death at allY 

4. Some Precedents to Lamenting in the ConfUCian Temple 

While the Wu Case may well have been the last instance of protest through 
lamentation, that of Cheng Ch'eng-kung was certainly not the first. While many 
first-degree holders used this gesture to express their feelings after the fall of 
the Ming, there are recorded incidents which predate this period. There are, 
for example, at least two cases during the late Ming, one in Chekiang and the 
other in Honan. The Chekiang incident involved a lone protester. Huang Tsung
hsi recorded the case in an epitaph written for the student protester: 

Lu Chou-ming ��JBJfYj (known as YO-ting #:.= 1k�), was from the Yin district 
i"BW,* . . .. {H)e was a son-in-law to Wan Ssu-ta �")tJT* . . . . {Ilt so happened 
that while Chou-ming was a student a classmate brought a case against their 
teacher. The teacher was not treated justly. Chou-ming went to the Confucian 
temple where he struck the drum and lamented in great sorrow. He only 
desisted after his teacher was justly treated. 38 

The incident in Ho-nan involved a group of students acting in concert. 
The Yii pien chi Weh ��*cl!li§- notes that the servants of an influential 
family in the Kuei-te mfflt� area were local bullies. It goes on to say that: ' .. . 
{T}he yamen functionaries, relying on the rich and powerful households for 
protection, conducted all sorts of misdemeanours. Their power was similar 
to that of the servants of the gentry households. It was only with the first
degree holders that they had particularly bad relations." Then, in the fifteenth 
year of Ch'ung-chen *ff� {1642}: 

A brawl occurred between the yamen functionaries and some students. The 
Prefect was enraged and took the side of his underlings. In a single day he 
deprived six first-degree holders of their robes and status. This created a 
commotion among the other degree-holders in the prefecture, scores or even 
up to a hundred of whom went to lament in the temple. Holding the memorial 
tablet of Confucius in their hands they first lamented and then placed it by 
the prefectural office. The commotion was heard for several li around. The 
Prefect had to severely punish his functionaries; only then was the matter laid 
to rest. But from that time on, the first-degree holders were increasingly 
refractory. 39 
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Although the location of the protest is not clearly stated, from the context 
it is obvious that the "lamenting in the temple" occurred in the Confucian 
temple attached to the school. 

40 Huang Tsung-hsi, "Hsieh Shih-fu hsien 
sheng mu chih ming," pp. l8--20. 

Both of the above were individual or group protests against injustice. 
However no mention is made either of a chuan-t'ang wen or the destruction 
of a scholar's robes. This does not necessarily imply that they did not happen. 
After all, both texts refer to "bitter lamenting in the 
Confucian temple," a formulation reminiscent of Figure 3 
the description of Cheng Ch'eng-kung's actions as Portrait of Cheng Ch 'eng-kung held in the Koxinga Museum, 

recorded in the Hsiao t'ien chi nien. However, while Tainan 

Ku Yu-hsien's description of the protest at the 
temple does not refer to "lamenting" {k'u } as such, 
he may have thought that as an integral part of the 
protest it required no mention. (Why else would it 
be called "lamenting at the temple" {k 'u-miao }?) Lu 
Chou-ming's striking of the drum in the Confucian 
temple is also similar to the action taken by Chin 
Sheng-t'an. Finally, because the incidents occurred 
in both Chekiang and Ho-nan, it is evident that 
such ritualized lamenting was not, as Ku Yu-hsien 
claims, a phenomenon particular to Soochow and 
elsewhere in Kiangsu. 

As we have already noted, the fall of the Ming 
weighed heavily on the scholar-officials. Although 
the demands made of the first-degree holders who 
were yet to hold office went no further than not 
serving the new dynasty many of them manifested 
a more extreme response. Huang Tsung-hsi made 
the following criticism of them: 

Those who have lost all sense of proportion in 
their reaction are those who go off and plant melons 
or practise fortune-telling for a living; those who 
call on Hea ven and strike their heads on the ground 
in grief; those who have given themselves over to 
alcohol and who pray for death and those who, 
immuring themselves, dig a hole in the wall to let 
in food and drink. 40 

Many did however resort to extreme behaviour. 
One such extreme response popular among those 
who had obtained their first degrees under the 
previous dynasty was 'lamenting at the temple'. 
For example: 

Hsieh T'ai-chen ��� (tzu Shih-yin �ffr§![) was 
from Ting-hai JE$ in Chekiang. Huang Tsung
hsi records his protest in the following words: 
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41 Huang Tsung-hsi, "Shih-yin Hsieh chiin 
mu chih ming" �������, in Nan 
lei wen yueh i¥i�3t� , ch.2. The same 
grave record is included in Nan lei wen ling 
hou chi, ch.3, pp.3H, but it contains 
omissions and erroneously reads "inner 
robes," instead of "cap and robes." 

42 Chieh ch'i I'ing chi f!.i1it�¥:fl, pp.449-
50 

43 Ch 'ung k'an Chiang-ningfu chih (1880), 
ch.36, p . 15a. For further reference see T'ung
chih Shang Chiang liang hsien chih, ch.22, 
p.30b. The latter record states that his given 
name was Fan �i1 and that his tzu was 
Meng-hsiao J&/ J \ .  

44 "Hsii wen hsiieh chuan" �"FX:�{$ in 
Ch'i Chen yeh sheng, pp.487-9. "Hsii Yen 
chuan" �"F�f� in the Ming chi pei lue, 
pp.542-4, has the same text. 

45 Chi Liu-ch'i, Ming chi pei We, no.148, 
p.248. 

46 Hsii Fang-lieh, Che tung chi lue l'iJT*mc 
�, included in Chung-kuo chin tai nei luan 
wai huo Ii shih ku shih ts'ung shu cp �lli' 
f-tpg;L:9Hr/ilJffl�t5i:$�. ,Ch 'ung-chen 
ch 'angpien �ff�!H,\jjj (Taipei: Kuang wen, 
1964), p. 161. 
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" . . .  IW}hen the dynasty fell he went to a Confucian temple, beat the drum 
and lamented bitterly. Thereupon he tore up his robes and burnt them in the 
temple courtyard. 1 

Chao Chieh-min m�i'i� (posthumous; personal name not recorded). 
Ch'uan Tsu-wang �ff!li� noted of him that, in 1646, after the territory 
around the Yangtse river was lost Ito the Ch'ing}, he "IP}ut all the examination 
papers that he had written into his sleeves, then he went to the Confucian 
temple where he left his cap and robe . . . .  IT}hereafter he went out to the east 
of the city and jumped into the river. Among the passers-by were some who 
had seen his lamenting in the Confucian temple.,,42 

The two records above both mention the protagonists either destroying 
or abandoning their robes. 

Han Yuan fEtn (tzu Meng-hsiao :tit! J \ ). The Kuang-hsu j{;� period reprint 
of the Chiang ningju chih m:fU1I�Jff� states that, in 1644, Han " . . .  went 
to a Confucian temple and lamented bitterly." After this he refused all food 
and starved himself to death 43 

Hsu Yen 1jffJR (tzu Chung-yO {q:r.:E) was from the Wu district in Kiangsu. 
In 1644, when the news of the suicide of the last Ming emperor reached 
Soochow, he called for the gentry to destroy their households to provide 
recruits for a righteous army to suppress the bandits Ithe Ch'ingl. No-one 
responded so, on the ninth day of the fifth month, along with other first
degree holders, he lamented in the school's Ming-lun Hall S)%"fB'§t . He 
subsequently committed suicide 44 

Ku So-shou IliJ5JT:3t (tzu Hsing-chih 'l1.z, haa Tung-wu *�) was from 
Ch'ang-chou :BtrfH in Kiangsu. The Ming chi nan Weh SJl*l¥ime states that 
in 1645, after Nanking had fallen, he said to his son Shan: "As an aged first
degree holder I have been going to the Confucian temple for over fifty years. 
Now that things have come to this I am afraid that all of the ritual vessels will 
be left to wrack and ruin. I had better see what has happened." Thereupon 
he went to the temple with his grandson. When they got there, he composed 
a chuan-t'ang wen and with it took his leave of Confucius, all the while 
bowing and weeping.45 

After this he committed suicide by throwing himself into the pond. This 
record mentions a chuan-t'a ng wen so Ku Yu-hsien is correct in his 
observation that the preparation of such a document was an integral part of 
the lamentation ceremony. 

Hsu Fang-lieh 1#;7§'�!{ and the other first-degree holders from Hsiao-shan 
.LlI in Chekiang. After Nanking was lost in 1645, and the newly-enthroned 
Hung-kuang emperor had fled, Hsu, along with his elder brother Hsu Fang
sheng 1#;7§'§, and some other first-degree holders such as Ts'ai Shih-ching 
�± J.?: and Ho Chih-chieh 1iiJz�, banded together with others from their 
area and lamented bitterly in the Ming-Iun Hall. They explained their actions 
by saying that: "Now that the dynasty has changed we bid farewell to the 
Confucian temple. ,,46 
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The six examples given clearly indicate that after the Ming had fallen, 
students used lamenting as an expression of intense feeling, venting their 
deep remorse at not being able to remedy the disaster. Lamenting was 
originally a public protest against inequity. During the period of dynastic 
change, however, it became a way for first-degree holders to express their 
grief, or to protest against an unkind fate. Of the examples given above, Chao, 
HSii, Han and Ku added to their public lamentation by taking their own lives. 
{Although it is not mentioned above,} Hsieh Tai-chen also took his life later 
by jumping into the sea in 1650. 

The actions of some students found an echo among those who had 
already embarked on their official career. Some officials from the vanquished 
Ming, before deciding to die with the failed dynasty, first went to the 
Confucian temple to either take their leave of it, lament or burn their robes. 
For example: 

Kung Ting-hsiang Uffffr$ (tzu Po-hsing {SQ., haa P'ei-ch'ien 1m:/!) was 
from Wu-hsi �*� in Kiangsu. In 1643 he became a Metropolitan Graduate. 
Two years later he was a Secretary at the exiled court of the Hung-kuang 
�L.* emperor. When Hung-kuang fled, he dressed in his official robes and 
cap and bade farewell in the Confucian temple. He then climbed onto the 
Wu-ting bridge and gazed into the Ch'in-huai River �rtt1ilJ . ... {H}e swore 
to himself saying: "Those who cling to life to preserve their body are like the 
waters of this river. " Thereupon he drowned himself in the river 47 

Tang Ch'uan m� (tzu Tzu-ts'ao rwn was from Chin-shan Wei �r.lJ�j 
in Kiangsu. "Toward the end of the Ming he was appointed Magistrate of 
Hsiu-shui *7]<. . When he was about to go to take up office Nanking fell, 
whereupon he burnt his cap and robes, performed the k 'o-t'ou, stabbed 
himself in the heart, coughed up blood and died.,,48 

These examples serve to show that both at the end of the Ming, and after 
its fall, lamenting in the Confucian temple became popular among scholar
officials, particularly first-degree holders. Not only were these protests 
precedents for Chin Sheng-t'an's actions in the Wu Case, they may also have 
spurred Cheng Ch'eng-kung on to his actions. 

5 .  The Meaning of Robe-Burning and Lamenting 

From the above we can see that robe-burning was a relatively simple act. 
According to its broadest definition it could include comparatively mild acts 
described variously as "taking leave of one's scholar's cap and gown," or 
"leaving one's gown and cap in the Confucian Temple." However it also 
included rather more violent actions such as the burning of robes or the 
rending of caps and gowns. I have postulated above that robe-burning or 
"taking leave of one's scholar's cap and gown" was a public declaration that 
henceforth one would refuse to hold office. The origin of this form of protest 
can be traced to the interregnum of the Hsin 5¥JT dynasty (AD 9-23). The 

47 

47 Ming chi nan tile, pp.240-1 . 

48 Sung-chiangfu chih, ch.55, p.59a. 
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49 Hsin chiao Hou Han shu chu JfJT�{&1l 
iif11 (Taipei: Shih chieh, 1973), p.2756. 
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foreword to the "I min lieh chuan" �.§1;37U1Jf, the eighty-third chapter of the 
Hou Han Shu 1&¥��, reads: 

Wang Mang .:E� usurped the throne when the Han was in decline. The 
righteous anger of cultivated and refined scholar-officials was great. They 
tore up their caps and destroyed their ceremonial head-dress. Countless 
numbers of them acted in concert and left the capital. 49 

Figures mentioned in relation to the foregOing incident, such as Liang 
Hung �¥� and Han K'ang �,*, all became famous recluses. 

Although once a part of a ceremony of lamentation, in the seventeenth 
century robe-burning contained within it a sense of violent protest. Doing 
away with one's robes came to denote a refusal to serve and became a 
spectacle enacted for others. It was not necessarily indicative of a resolve to 
relinquish status. 

The complete ceremonial act of lamentation included composing a 
declaration of protest Ichiian-t'ang wen } to inform Confucius, burning the 
robes, beating the drum in the Confucian temple and lamenting bitterly. In 
section three we examined the declaration of protest and found that it could 
contain both the meanings of disbanding and boycott. In section four we 
examined the case of Ku So-shou who used such a declaration to bid farewell 
to Confucius. This was an individual action and implicitly meant that he was 
announcing, before the commemorative tablet of Confucius, his decision to 
quit his studies. Regardless of whether it was an individual or a group lament
ation the aim of writing a declaration of protest was to announce a withdrawal 
from study. To both burn robes and lament simultaneously strengthened the 
theatricality of protest yet, paradoxically, weakened the practice. There were 
not many who, after carrying out the whole lamentation performance, 
abandoned forever the status of a first-degree holder. Neither Lu Chou-ming, 
nor those involved in the incident at Kuei-te, all of whom were first-degree 
holders, later discarded their scholarly status. Neither did the students 
involved in the Wu case throw away their status of their own accord. Only 
death prevented Hsi.i Yen, Ku So-shou and others like them returning to their 
former positions. 

Pounding the drum and striking the bell, or just beating the drum, in 
addition to gathering a crowd and thus expanding the effective range of 
protest, had the implication of publicly denouncing criminal behaviour. Evi
dence for this can be traced back to pre-Ch'in :%� times. The Kuo-yLi �&f 
notes that: 

A noble from Sung killed his lord, Duke Chao. Viscount Hslian of Chao asked 
his lord, Duke Ling, whether he could lead the army to attack Sung . . . . The 
Duke assented. Orders were issued in the State Temple, the army officers 
were summoned and the Music Masters ordered to make preparations. 
Orders were given that the Three Army's bells and drums were to be provided. 
Chao Tung said, "As this is a great state campaign why are the people not 
being calmed but the bells and drums provided?" Viscount Hslian replied, 
"When a great crime is committed it must be punished. For a small crime 
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there must be intimidation. A sneak attrack would be bullying. That is why 
bells and drums are provided; to make the crime known . . . . ITlhe Sung 
people have killed their lord; there is no crime greater than this. Clearly ring 
it out, my only fear is that it will not be heard. It is for Duke Chao's sake that 
I prepare the bells and drums. "  Then the other states were asked to set ready 
their armies and rouse their troops. So they went to Sung sounding the bells 
and drums 50 

Further, in chapter eleven of the Lun yu �FfaB.g there is a depiction of a 
minister, Chi $, who is richer than the Duke of Chou JWJ0. Chi was 
continuing to amass his wealth in part through the work of Jan Ch'iu fIt* 
{Confucius' student} who was collecting taxes for him. When Confucius 
ordered his students to sound the drums and attack Jan Ch'iu, this allusion 
was understood by everyone. 

In short, regardless of whether it involves robe-burning, a declaration of 
refusal or sounding the bell and beating the drum, the actions pertinent to 
lamenting are a form of public display. This is different from just robe-burning 
where the unorthodox action is the announcement. Lamenting in the temple 
was a symbolic way of expressing an attitude, not requiring any further 
action. 

Finally, it should be noted that as part of this ceremony of "lamenting in 
the Confucian temple" lamenting, or crying, itself must naturally have had 
some place. Such lamenting was to be done inside the Confucian temple. 
When the Ming dynasty was founded, Chu YUan-chang *5Cf!it ordered the 
establishment of schools throughout the empire so that prefectures, sub
prefectures and the districts all had their respective schools. These schools 
had two sections, the classroom and the Confucian temple. 51 Local gazetteers 
often record that: " . . .  {T}he temple was to the left, the school to the right. "52 
Or, " ... {T}he temple is at the front and behind it the school. So it is throughout 
the empire."53 The great hall of the temple was called the Ming-Iun Hall. 
Except for the first and fifteenth of every lunar month when incense was burnt 
and worship was held for Confucius, the temple was usually locked. 
Therefore, Chin Sheng-t'an and the others would first have had to ask the 
teacher for the keys to open the door before they could lament inside it. 54 

This clearly indicates that the fundamental aim of lamenting was to 
express protest. Furthermore, this phenomenon can only be found from the 
seventeenth century onward. Ming law originally forbade first-degree 
holders the right to intervene at will in the affairs of society. In 1382, Chu 
YUan-chang promulgated twelve orders to regulate the conduct of first
degree holders. They included the following rule: 

From this day forward if any prefectural, sub-prefectural or district first
degree holder has a serious matter which concerns their family, then only 
father, elder and younger brothers and nephews may, through petitions or 
applications, approach government offices to sue and/or defend. If the 
matter is of no great significance then they must restrain themselves and 
endure it. Government offices must not be approached without good cause. 

49 

50 Kuo-yu, "Chin yu" fj�ft (Taipei Li jen, 
1980), pp.397-8. Un the interests of clarity I 
have translated a greater amount of the 
passage in the Kuo-yu than Ch'en Kuo-tung 
provided in his text.} 

51 Wu Han � @, "Ming ch'u te hsueh 
hsiao" BJl:fJJi¥J�fX, in Tu shih cha chi gfi 
Je�U�C (Peking: San lien, 1956), p.338. 
Ming shih, ch.69, "Hsuan chu chih" �� �, 
p. 1686. According to the Ch 'ung k 'an Chiang
ningJu chih, ch.16, p. lOa, the propinquity 
of the school and the temple began after the 
reign of the Sung emperor Shen-tsung ffi$* 
0068-85). However, according to the Hsin 

T'angshu lfffJ!f1f (Taipei: Tingwen, 1980), 
ch.15 ,  "Li yiieh chih" ffi;��, p.373, in the 
fourth year of the reign period Chen-kuan 
oftheT'ang emperorT'ai-tsung ** (630), 
the emperor issued an order that all 
prefectural and district level schools should 
establish a Confucian temple. The history of 
the two being together can thus be traced 
back to the beginning of the Tang dynasty. 

52 See both the T'ung-chih Shang Chiang 
liang hsien chih, ch.8, p.2a. , and the Ch 'ung 
k 'an Chiang-ningJu chih, ch. 16, p.la. 

53 Ch'en Tso-lin �JIH'F� et aI . ,  eds., Chin 

lingso chih ��:fJt;G; (Taipei: Ch'engwen, 
1970), p.369. 

54 See note 37. 
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55 Wu Han, "Ming ch'u te hsiieh hsiao,"  
pp.338--9. See also Li Tung-yang **� et 
al., Ta ming hui lien *8)jir5!!!- (Taipei: 
Tung nan shu pao she ying yin Wan-Ii shih 
wu nien ssu Ii chien k'an pen, 1963), ch.78, 
"Hsiieh hsiao" �� , pp.5a-7a. 

56 Ta ming hui lien, ch.78, pp.16b-17b. 

57 For reference see Fu I-ling ��, "Ming 
tai hou ch'i Chiang-nan ch'eng chen hsia 
ts'eng shih min te fan feng chien yiin tung" 

1lfl1�1!tM¥Il¥JjJiXii� Jf:j±�1¥J &:M 
ij!;�It1, in Ming tai Chiang-nan shih 

min ching chi shih t 'an IlflfUIl¥J± �*� 
1jlf�� (Taipei: Ku feng, 1986), pp.l 29-44. 
Miyazaki Ichisada B'JIffi)'$5E, "Mindai sosho 
chiho no shidaifu to minshu" 8)H��fl:f;i!l 
1JO)±*�C�� in Ajiashi kenkyu 7 
:)7 3tliffJi:; ,  no.4 (Kyoto: Kyoto Oaigaku 
Toyoshi KenkyQkai, 1964), pp.321-60. Ku 
Yen-wu, "Sheng yiian 0 shu" �� Wilt 
in Jih chih lu 8 9;D� (Taipei: Ming lun, 
1970), ch.19, pp.486-9. 

58 Yun-chien chii mu ch 'ao, ch.2, p.8a. 

59 Ming chi hei liie, pp.325-6. 
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First-degree holders are not permitted to make public declarations on 
any civil or military matters. If and when such matters arise all incumbent 
officials, people of standing, strong men of high ambition, simple peasants, 
merchants and artisans may all speak, none of them are to be obstructed. 
First-degree holders alone are not permitted. 55 

How could first-degree holders mediate in public matters if they were not 
even permitted to go to the government offices and argue in the disputes 
which affected their own family? If they were not permitted to speak out on 
any issues in the political sphere, how much less could they speak out, risking 
themselves, to protest an injustice on behalf of someone else? These regu
lations were strengthened in 1 575 when Chang Chu-cheng 5:1U5iE held 
political power. He went beyond the scope of the original imperial edict 
given to the officials from the Education Intendant Circuit and added the 
following provisions: 

If first-degree holders become involved in gathering crowds of more than 
ten, if they abuse those in positions of authority, and if their behaviour is 
reckless and without propriety, then the leaders must be banished according 
to regulations. The others, regardless of their number, must be stripped of 
their status and made commoners. 56 

However these regulations were little more than paper decrees. After the 
Lung-ch'ing Ili[� 0567-72) and Wan-Ii f-itM 0 573-1620) reigns, the 
customs and manners of the scholars changed. The first-degree holders did 
not follow the rules and regulations to the letter, but participated enthusiastically 
in protests directed against both the government and members of the 
gentry 57 This was particularly so following the death of Chang Chu-cheng 
when they acted quite brazenly. The Yun chien chu mu ch 'ao notes that: 

The evil practices of the scholars began after the fifteenth year of the Wan
li period { I587). . . .  {Nlot only in Sung-chiang, but also often in Chekiang and 
South Chih-li. It was witnessed in the conspiracy of hatred that was shown 
toward Minister Ling �fiIT� in Soochow; the conspiracy to accuse Assistant 
Prefect Wan �;m*u in Chia-hsing KJJt the conspiracy of protests against 
District Magistrate Chiang 1Ij;::J3" in Ch'ang-chou; the conspiracy of abuse 
directed at Vice-Magistrate Kao �[q]9:0 in Chen-chiang �J1I; and the 
conspiracy for the detention of Prefect Li *9:oi& in Sung-chiang. These 
affairs arose spontaneously at the same time, thus signifying a change in the 
manners and morals of the age. 58 

Some cases were so serious that district officials were driven out of their 
districts. 59 In comparison the formalized lamentation of first-degree holders 
appears to be a rather mild strain of protest. 
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Conclusion: The Significance of the Lamentation of Cheng 

Ch 'eng-kung 

Cheng Ch'eng-kung was a first-degree holder who had attended the 
National University in Nanking. Lamenting in the Confucian temple was thus 
commensurate with his status. Burning of his scholar's cap and robes and 
using a declaration to inform Confucius of his despair was entirely within the 
tradition of "lamenting." His bowing four times to Confucius also conformed 
with the late-Ming acts of farewell to Confucian temples.60 For this reason, 
Cheng I-tsou represented Cheng's lamentation as completely in accordance 
with set practice. Moreover, Cheng's Wan-Ming sui chih lu was published in 
1702, only twenty years after the author's death in 1683, forty years after 
Cheng Ch'eng-kung's demise in 1662, and fifty-six years after the event itself. 
Thus, it is a record of an incident by a contemporary and, unless evidence 
comes to light that Cheng I-tsou concocted the story, Cheng Ch'eng-kung's 
lamentation should be taken as historical fact. 

Yang Yun-p'ing's strongest argument for rejecting Cheng I-tsou's account 
is based on the remarks by a descendent of Cheng Ch'eng-kung. Cheng Wei
chou 1tI3.�ffl said that his ancestor had lamented in Ch'uan-chou jrHI'I . 
Yang's reasoning is as follows: during the eleventh month of 1646 Cheng 
Ch'eng-kung left the mainland. On the first day of the twelfth month of that 
year he rose in Nan-ao mi� . As Ch'uan-chou had already fallen in the ninth 
month it would have been impossible for the lamenting to have taken place 
there 61 However, Cheng could have lamented elsewhere. Chang-chou �1'1'1 
prefect-ure, which is south of Hsia-men ](F�, was not entirely in Manchu 
hands by the twelfth month, so he could well have lamented in either the Hai
ch'eng $j� or Chang-p'u districts, or even in Chao-an gN32 district in Nan
ao. There is no reason to doubt the fact that Cheng did indeed "lament." 

If we take Cheng's lamenting and robe-burning as fact we must now 
consider his motive. Cheng I-tsou says that it was because he had failed to 
dissuade his father from surrendering to the Ch'ing, coupled with the anguish 
caused by his mother's death. He also indicates that Cheng carried out these 
actions before he planned his rising-it was his hatred for the enemies of the 
empire which left him no choice but to oppose his father's decision and launch 
resistance against the Ch'ing. Before so doing he went to the Confucian 
temple to give an explanation. Cheng I-tsou records that when Cheng Ch'eng
kung bade farewell to Confucius (that is to say, presented his chuan-t'ang 
wen declaration) he said: "Once I was but a child, now I am a subject bereft 
(of my lord). Should I accede {to my father's wishes} or oppose {them}? Should 
I stay or go? Each of these has its merits." Cheng utilized the act of lamentation 
to make his position clear to all. 

The term {ju-tzu} fIT means a small child. Upon admonishing his father, 
Cheng was told: "Child, how could you possibly understand such things?,,62 

The expression "a subject bereft" {ku-ch 'en} flllE2: originally meant an ousted 
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60 Like the first-degree scholar Yao Shih
chung �tiJifr:p who, in 1644, after rebels 
had attacked and occupied [the capital of] 
Pao-an i*� prefecture in Shansi i1J�, 
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61 Yang YUn-p'ing, "Cheng Ch'eng-kung 
fen ju fu k'ao," p. 199. 

62 Chang Tan ,*1k, Cheng Ch'eng-kung 
chi shih pien nien �RlG:I;t1*c.$fI:if:, in 
Taiwan yen chiu tS'ung k'an -fii1l!Niff9'Gii 
fU (Taipei: Taiwan yin hang ching chi yen 
chiu shih, 1965), no.79, p.27. Cheng I-tsou's 
"Cheng Ch'eng-kung chuan" also says that 
when Cheng admonished his father, the 
latter said to him: "You are still young, how 
could you understand the affairs of men?" 
See various authors, Cheng Ch 'eng-kung 
chuan, p.5. Ch'eng-kung was twenty-three 
at the time. 
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63 Hsiao I 'ien chi nien, p,452, 

64 Teng K'ung-chao i1HLBel , "Shih lun 
Cheng Ch'eng-kung tui Cheng Chih-lung te 
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65 Hsieh Kuo-chen, Nan-Ming shih fiie f¥j8Jj 
5!::DJt7 (Shanghai: Shang-hai jen min ch'u pan 
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for the country," came and went on the seas', 
(The ideograph 'kill' is incorrect.)" See Kawa
guchi Nagachika, Taiwan Teishi kiji, Taiwan 
wen hsien tS'ung k'an (Taipei: Taiwan yin 
hang ching chi yen chiu shih, 1958), no.5, 
p,22, The Yiie yu chi wen, written by Ch'U 
Ch'i-mei M;lt�, was originally entitled 
Yiie yu chien wen -�W .%Mj, The work 
can now be found in Shen YUn-lung, ed" 
Ming Ch 'ing shih liao hUipien, fascicle no, 13 ,  
The original text reads "Ch'eng-kung set up 
a banner that read 'I will kill my father and die 
for the country', then he ordered that it be 
sent out onto the ocean, He was thirteen 
years old at the time, though some say that he 
was twenty years old" (p,22b), The Ylle yu 
chien wen says that the age of Cheng Ch'eng
kung cannot be known, even to within a few 
years of his actual age.The extant records are 
of the nature of rumour and thus unreliable, 
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and powerless minister. Generals in the Righteous Army of the Southern Ming 
often used the term as a self-description. Chang Ming-chen 5:&iSti. used it 
in a poem when he wrote: "For a decade I have been a subject bereft on the 
wide ocean. ,,63 (Hsiang ) � means to support or obey while fpei } � means 
to disobey. Before Cheng Ch'eng-kung began to raise troops to oppose the 
Ch'ing he had considered himself a filial son who dutifully followed his 
father'S instructions. Indeed, on occasion he had acted as his father'S agent 
at the Lung-wu �ftt Ming court.64 When he disregarded his father'S wishes 
and remained in the Southern Ming camp, to continue his opposition to the 
Ch'ing, he clearly blamed himself for his lack of filial piety. Thus, when he 
rebelled in Nan-ao, he wrote on a banner the words: "I violate my father'S 
wishes to save the country. ,,65 So as both to meet his obligations to the Lung
wu emperor, and to avenge his mother's untimely death, Cheng had no 
alternative but to disregard his father's wishes and follow the army. He spoke 
from his heart and used the formalized act of lamentation to make his 
dilemma clear to all. By asking Confucius to bear witness to his actions he 
was calling on his countrymen to do the same. It was a brilliant move as he 
was able to enact a cathartic ritual to express his despair at the fate of his 
country. As for burning the robes, this was itself part of the fixed repertoire 
of lamentation. The general view is that he used it to announce publicly that 
he was abandoning his literary studies in order to take up arms 66 By saying 
that he was "respectfully taking his leave of his robes" Cheng was following 
the set code of lamentation. In order to attract attention Cheng Ch'eng-kung's 
army commanders often changed their names when they abandoned their 
studies to take up arms 67 Perhaps Cheng's robe-burning was also his way of 
expressing his determination to his subordinates. If this was the case then 
Cheng brought to the ceremony of lamentation a hitherto unknown meaning. 

66 Yang YUn-p'ing, "Cheng Ch'eng-kung fen 
ju fu k'ao," p.202. 

67 The most famous example is probably that 
of Chiang Feng �!It ' According to the epita ph 
written for him by Ch'en Yung-hua �**�, 
he was originally surnamed Huang N but " . .  
he changed his name when he began his 
military career." Within Cheng'S army there 
were many cases of people who changed 
either their surname, or both surname and 
given name, upon taking up a military career, 
There are, at least, the following: P'ei Te � 
i$ who changed his name to HsUeh Chin
ssu 8¥if!!l!t Ts'ao Wen-lung \!fY:�� who 
changed his name to Yang Chao-tung fJ»lj!J3 
l*; Kuo Sui-ti �:l';tm who changed his 
name to Hua Tung �** ; Wang Ch'i-feng X 
�� who changed his name to Liu Yu
ts'ai �U::g::t, and Hu An-jan i!iJ3�?� who 
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!changed his name to Ho Shih-ming �tl!:�. 
See Huang Tien-ch'Uan ��;jf, Chiang Feng 

mu chih ming yen chiu �J]!l.�tt�WfjE 
(Taipei: Chung hua tS'ung shu pien shen wei 
yUan hui, 1968), pp.50-2. Huang ascribes the 
motive for this change of name to a desire to 
avoid harm coming to relatives in the event of 
their village falling into the hands of the enemy, 
However, it could also have been done to 
demonstrate resolution. Fei Shih's �E "Cheng 
Ch'eng-kung chuan" which is generally regarded 
as not being of high value as historical material, 
nevertheless records Cheng Ch'eng-kung 
bidding Confucius farewell with the words: "I 
respectfully take my leave of my scholar's 
robes, and make known my determination." At 
the velY least this indicates that he agrees that 
Cheng's burning of his robes was a way of 
showing his determination to succeed, See 
various authors, Cheng Ch 'eng-kung chuan, 

p.78. 


